**Weekly Calendar**

**UH**
- **8/14:** NR: GI
- **8/15:** NR: Renal
- **8/16:** MGR: Candida Infections
- **8/17:** AHD: High Yield Review
  - Weesner: Anemia
- **8/18:** NR: H4 Intern
  - NR: Hem/Onc Senior

**VA**
- NR: Team 3
- NR: Team 2
- NR: Team 4

---

**Anonymous Feedback**

Our website has a section for anonymous feedback. Think of this like an electronic suggestion box that you can use at any time. The message will be sent directly to Dr. Warm, and is completely anonymous. If you have constructive feedback that you would like to share, please use this tool. The link is: [https://www.med.ucla.edu/wwmed/residency/internal-medicine/residency-feedback](https://www.med.ucla.edu/wwmed/residency/internal-medicine/residency-feedback)
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**Andy and Javy comparing their ridiculously amazing socks after the Hypertension AHD. Unicorns for the win!**

**Rita dancing the night away at Salsa on the Square! Join her next Thursday!**
Resident Assembly Tuesday 8/15

WHO: ALL RESIDENTS AND CHIEFS
WHAT: The chiefs will chat briefly about UH and VA wards improvement updates as well as possible considerations regarding jeopardy. This will be a time for you all to voice your opinion regarding current and future plans of improvement, as well as bring up topics that need to be discussed among all residents!
WHEN: Tuesday August 15th at 4:30pm
WHERE: UH Noon Report Room (7104).

Happy Hour with the Chiefs
Afterward, those of you interested should join us at Mecklenburg Gardens (302 E University Ave—aka one block down from Chipotle) for HAPPY HOUR around 6pm!

AHD Questions and Flashcards
Hey there interns! As you have all now become familiar with Osmosis, we will begin assigning groups to write flashcards or questions! Each learning community will be assigned a topic. These questions should be written PRIOR to coming to the AHD (excluding HTN). See the calendar and the Chief group below! And Seniors, completing these questions will be great practice for the upcoming ITE!

8/10 Hypertension: Javy’s group
8/24 Anemia: Danielle’s group
8/31 GI Bleed: Rita’s group
9/14 COPD: Tim’s group

Click HERE to join the UC Internal Medicine Group.
Click HERE to watch a video about how to use Osmosis!

Arts in Medicine Elective
Pictured here is Leila Borders and Megan Carway at the Art after Dark event downtown at the Cincinnati Art Museum! They attended this event as part of the Arts in Medicine elective that former resident now Sports Medicine fellow Leila Borders created for her Master Teacher Program project. Credit to Elyse Harris for an amazing shot!
Tips and Tricks

Every now and again you may find a task you are unsure of how to complete. But don’t worry, you are likely not the only one! If you have tips, tricks, or suggestions for improvement, just email the Chiefs so we can help! This week the Chiefs wanted to spotlight a few tips from some amazing Senior Residents and Attendings as detailed below.

- Make sure to actually enter the patient’s social history when admitting! This often gets auto-populated into an H&P, so make sure the info is correct, even if it is basic (like where they live and whom with). This is often integral information for other members of the team (Social Work, PT) when evaluating a patient for discharge.
- When you are caring for a transfer, make sure the hard copy of their records are placed back into the patient’s physical chart. Your colleagues in both Medicine and other services will greatly appreciate it when they care for that same patient.
- Consider writing a brief reason when making a patient NPO using the comments section within the order (for example, “for stress test on 8/12/17”). This allows other members of the care team to have an understanding of the plan, and it often prevents pages!
- Because there has been some confusion regarding Inpatient Hospice, the abbreviated steps needed to complete this listed below are the abbreviated steps and orders needed to complete this process:
  - Complete the Medication Reconciliation for the patient.
  - Sign the Discharge Order to Hospice.
  - Write new admit orders then sign & hold.
  - Make sure Bedboard is notified (584-4740).
  - Bedboard creates a new admission — the patient falls off your list.
  - Open patient’s chart in the new encounter.
  - Release held orders.

A 75yo male presented with 3 weeks of worsening rash shown here. Lesions were pruritic, fluid-filled, tense, and distributed throughout his extremities. What is the most likely diagnosis?
**Weekend To-Do!**

**Friday:** Cincy Blues Fest, 5 p.m.-midnight Friday, 4:30 p.m.-midnight Saturday, Sawyer Point, Pete Rose Way, Downtown. Local and national acts on multiple stages. $135 VIP seating weekend, $75 VIP single night, $45 weekend, $25 per night. 513-739-2583; www.cincybluesfest.org.

**Death by Chocolate,** 7:30-9 p.m., Below Zero Lounge, 1120 Walnut St., Over-the-Rhine. Classical music paired perfectly with glass of wine and dessert from Maverick Chocolates. $25. Reservations recommended. 513-723-1182, ext. 102; www.maverickcincinnati.org.

**Pours Four Paws Beer, Wine and Bourbon Festival for Charities,** 6-10 p.m. Friday, noon-4 p.m. and 5-9 p.m. Saturday, 2-6 p.m. Sunday, The Highlander Event Center, 90 Alexandria Pike, Fort Thomas. 4-session beer, wine and bourbon festival for several local pet charities. Sample up to 15 rare and unique bourbons. Everything from hazy and dank IPAs, 10-year-old bourbons, ciders, ale, fruity and smooth ales, to red and white wines. Ages 21 and up. $45 per session, $40 advance. Registration required. 859-477-2084; bit.ly/2tOIAwC.

**Hamilton County Fair,** 4-11 p.m. Friday, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. Saturday, noon-10 p.m. Sunday, Hamilton County Fairgrounds, 7801 Anthony Wayne Ave., Carthage. Pig racing, farm animal petting farm, livestock and poultry displays, blacksmith demonstration, remote control car racing, wood carving display, big top circus, demolition derbies and much more. $7, $5 per car parking. 513-761-4224; www.hamiltoncountyfair.com.

**Saturday:** Western & Southern Open, Saturday-Aug. 20, Lindner Family Tennis Center, 5460 Courseview Drive, Mason. Professional tennis tournament. Both genders compete for millions in prize money. Prices vary by session, $10-$100. 800-745-3000; www.wsopen.com.

**Sunday:** Second Sunday on Main, noon-5 p.m., Main St. from 14th to Liberty, Over-the-Rhine. Street fair featuring craft and food vendors, entertainment, demonstrations and more. Free. 513-910-8845; www.secondsundayonmain.org

**SHOUT OUTS!!!**

- To Andy Wells, Sydney Schacht, and Natalie Hood for actively working on a new QI project!
- To Connie Fu and Sriyutha Reddy aka Chorizo for being overly patient/helpful and often staying way past required to help out new interns!
- To Tony Castillas for having difficult end-of-life discussions and working closely with a patient regarding his prognosis - from both a grateful patient and colleague!
- To Scott Merriman for staying under 1000 calories every night (see photo evidence) while being one of the best AODJ's!
- To the Yellow Team for kicking a** and taking names while doing so—from a grateful attending!
- To Connie Fu, Sarah Weiskittel, Alex Niu, Matt Cortese, Brian Shaw, and Ling-Ling Wolff-Koo for being an all-star ICU team.
- And to their fearless leader, Ruchira Sengupta, for being so positive, hilarious, efficient and all around amazing to work with - from a grateful teammate!
- To Thomas Getreau for being Thomas. Never change!
- To Brendan Collins for some amazing teaching despite a busy GI service!
- To Joe Cooley for making nights not as miserable as they normally are!
- To Suhas Devangam for a strong intern report today.